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y‘ OPERAIBLE ranrocx' . ‘1 

application ?led January 17', 1931. Serial No.>‘5,o9,4sa 
This invention relates to‘lock devices, more 

especially of the padlock type? and is ‘intended 
to provide a novel lock of simple construc 
tion_"adapted to be; operated by the thumb or 
other ‘?nger of’the hand‘ by which ‘it is‘ 
grasped’for appliance.‘ _ ‘ ' ‘ ‘ - ‘ ' 

‘ Someof the various forms of padlocks ‘for 
general or special use may as an incident ofv 
construction be susceptibleof operation by 
one hand or even by a ‘?nger of the hand'in 
which grasped, but few if any have been de 
signed for that purpose and the manipula~ 
tion to its accomplishment would necessarily‘ 
be di?icult‘or' at least very awkward. { As dis 
tinguished from the ordinary types of paid 
lock "embodying a casing, and shackle swung 
or slidable thereinto, the present invention 
contemplates a peculiar form of casing with 
retractible ‘shackle-part adapting the lock to 
single-handed 'rnanipulation or -'operation 
into place in a most natural and easy manner. 
"The invention will be best understood by , 

further description with vreference to‘the ap-‘ 
pended drawings which illustrate one prac 
ticable‘embodiment thereof in the form of a 
simple padlock.’ ' i ' ' 

‘In‘said drawings; . ' ‘ 

Fig. 1 is a. side‘elevationofthe lock show 
ing the retractible‘ shacklefpart land a key ‘for 
unlocking'fin their different "operative posi 
tions by ‘full land-‘dotted line representations; 

‘ vFig. 2 is an end view of the lock; 
Fig. 3 is an elevation similar to Fig. 1 with 

one ‘side of the1c'asingremoved to reveal the‘ 
inner parts and construction; " ' 

‘ Fig.4‘ is an elevation of the removed side 
of the casing inverted; . ‘ ' ' 

Fig. 5 is a sectional view taken on theline 
5—~5 of Fig. 1 looking in the direction of the 
arrows; and ‘ ' ‘ 

Fig. 6 illustrates side and end views re 
spectively of an assembly part ofthe lock. 
The casing ofthis lock is shown formed 

, by opposingface or‘ side plates 7 and8 ?tted 
complementarily or overlappingly together 
by marginal ?anges, closing the edges all 
around. The use of rivets or other connect 
ing means is advantageously eliminated byv 
turning’. or bevellng'the ?ange of one over 
that of the other as represented,so-as tow-see 

cure them ?rmly againstiseparation‘or'pryi“ ' 

v This icasing’has-"alpart _9 extending like a 
hook or ‘crooked ?nger from oneiside toward‘ 
the other-‘ofits‘main'body with-a shaping of’ 

‘ the latter to provide'a liberal opening‘from‘ 
the gap between. Said hook-like part formed‘ 
inv this‘ instance by portions'i'of the two ‘side 
plates maybe made solid if desired, as by" 
forming or ‘casting integral with only one of 
the casing plates. .Although substantially - 
rectangular cross-sectionally ‘in ‘this embodi- " 
ment, it might obviously-be ‘oval or ‘circular 
instead. ‘ For greater strength and simplicity‘ 
however, it is preferred to form it‘as shown,‘ 
i.§e., by inter?tting portions of the'casing 
plates ‘in: the same manneras the casing’s 
body itself. ‘3.. '1. T r ’ > 'i 

' The shackleior'locking element is provided 
by a bolt=10 retractibly slid‘able'within the 
casing? across the gap between its main body 
and‘ ‘hook-like'parts. eOnefend ‘ofthis bolt 
normally projects through the lower end of 
the casing withits other endju‘st extending 
through the upper end‘thereof in position‘ 
for movement- across said gap. The‘openings 
therefor in the casing wallsiserve to guide'it 
without need 'for- supplemental guidement 
within the ‘ casing, 
added if, desired. -A recess or opening in the 
extremity of the‘hoolelike part ‘receives the 
end of the bolt as'it is moved across the gap 
to locking position. as indicated by dotted 
linesinFig.1.~ ' ‘ ‘ " 1' r ‘r 

‘ The'operating parts within the casing are 
advantageously assembled on orin a bed 
plate 11' (see Fig. 6)- providing supplemental 
guidement for the bolt if so. desired; This 
plate is formed by a piece of metal stamped 
out to' ?t inside the casing without need for 
other fastening and bent at places to provide‘ 
the necessary holding means. Thus, an inter 
mediate arching 11a thereof is made to ‘re-. 
ceive a 'member (presently described) for 
locking the bolt and anup~bent arm 11b 
serves‘ as anchor-post for a member (also 
presently described)‘ to retract the bolt on 
release. Likewise, up-‘bent ear-portions 11c 
provide guide‘for a ‘key insertable into the 
casing, while punched-out studs 11‘? there 
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between provide guards in lieu of the usual 
wards for the key. The ear-portions (11°) 
may be made wider apart to serve instead in 
holding the well known key~wards in place 
if such are preferred to the simple guards 
shown, as they might be in some cases, 
especially when more. complicated and ex 
pensive constructions are desired. 
The aforementioned member for locking 

the bolt in this instance comprises a spring 
- 12 of hair~pinshape ?tting in the arch 11*L of 
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the bed-plate with its ends straddling said 
bolt. A small lug 123 on this spring (see 
Fig. 3) extends into a hole 11e in the upper 
arch wall to prevent dislodgment. Its free 
ends snap into an annular groove or notch 
10“ in the bolt so as to lock the latter against 
movement in either direction ‘when said 
groove is brought therebetween with shift of 
the bolt across the gap of the casing. Its re 
leaseis effected by a key wedging the ends 
thereof apart by a turning therebetween. 
The aforementioned member for retract 

ing or retiring the bolt on‘ release comprises 
a coiled spring 13 anchored tensionally on 
the arm 11b of the bed-plate with one end 
bearing against the casing wall and its other 
end ?xed to the bolt as by passing'through a 
hole in the latter. This arrangement adapts 
the spring not only to draw the bolt rearward 
on release, but also to limit its movement in 
opposite directions and prevent its withdraw 
al from the casing as will be obvious. 
A key 14: for releasing the lock is insertable 

through guide-disk 15 in the lower end of 
the casing‘with its point receivable into a 
recess 11f in the aforesaid upper arch wall of 
the bed-plate so as to center it properly. The 
key guards 11d of course allow only the right 
key to be turned in the lock (as represented 
in Fig. 3), even if a false key is admitted 
through the guide-disk. 
The described lock is applied and oper» 

ated most simply. On grasping naturally in 
either hand, its hook-like part is engaged in 
the staple or other receivable element there 
fore as easily as the finger might be. The 
bolt is then shot by pushing with the thumb 
coming naturally under it. These two simple 
acts are so easily and quickly done as to be 
almost simultaneous. The lock is thereupon 
applied securely and no tool can be employed 
to retire the bolt or to pry open the lock 
without great difficulty. In cases of heavy 
hammer~proof build, either with or without 
structural modi?cation of the casing and 
hook-like part, a ‘prying apart would be al 
most impossible. '7 

In unlocking, the key is easily inserted and 
turned by one hand without necessity of 
holding with the other, even if the lock hangs 
loose enough to swing on the staple, since the 
casing does not move or snap away from the 
hook-like part when release occurs as in the 
ordinary padlock and only the bolt has any 
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movement. Thus, as distinguished from 
other padlocks, the locking element ‘is mov 
able to locked and unlocked positions with 
out any relative movement of the casing. 
The advantages of this novel lock will be 

apparent from both the manufacturing and 
utility standpoints. While the illustrated 
construction is probably the most simple and 
economic, it may obviously be made in various 
forms with numerous changes and modi?ca 
tions in arrangement and assembly of parts 
such as mentioned, so that it is not intended 
that the appended claims shall limit the in 
vention to the speci?c form and construction 
shown by the drawings. 
Having thus described my invention, what 

I claim as new and desire to secure by Let 
ters Patent of the United States is: 

1. A padlock comprising a casing having 
a recess at one side providing spaced jaw 
portions, a bolt slidable in the casing and 
having one end projecting therebeyond to 
be moved by thumb'push across the space 
between said jaw portions to a position of 
locking with its opposite ends engaged in the l 
jaw portions, means automatically locking 
the bolt in such position when thrust thereto, 
and means retracting the bolt upon release 
of said locking means and serving also to 
limit the bolt movement in opposite direc 
tions. 

2. A lock comprising a casing formed by 
opposing ?anged plate-members complemen 
tarily ?tted together by an overlapping of 
one on the other and having portions there~ 
of spaced apart in an open jaw at one side, 
a bolt slidable in the casing across the mouth 
of said jaw and having an end projected for 
push movement by'the thumb of the hand 
holding the casing, means locking the bolt in 
position of extension across the jaw and 
means both retracting the bolt on release 
of said locking means and limiting the move 
ment of said bolt in opposite directions. 

3. A lock comprising a casing formed by 
opposing ?anged plate-members ?tted com 
plementarily together by an overlapping of 
one on the other and having portions there 
of spaced apart in an open jaw at one side, 
a bolt slidable in the casing across the mouth 
of said jaw and having an end projected for 
push movement by the thumb of the hand 
holding the casing, a spring-member for 
locking the bolt in extension across the jaw 
and means including another spring engag~ 
ing the bolt for retracting it on release of 
the locking spring member and in addition 
limiting its movement in opposite directions 
and also preventing its withdrawal from the 
casing. 

4:. A padlock comprising a casing formed 
by opposing ?anged plate-members ?tted. 
complementarily together and having a 
hook-like extension portion with extremity 
spaced apart from the body portion thereof, 
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a shackling member slidable across the inter 
vening space into said extension portion’s 
extremity and having an end projected 
through the body part of the casing for 
push movement by the thumb to said posi 
tion, means locking said member in the posi 
tion of extension across said space, means 
retracting the member on release of said 
locking means, and means including asepa 
rate plate Within the casing formed to hold 
said locking and said retracting means in 
place as also to guard the entrance of'a 
key for releasing the former. ' 
In testimony whereof I a?ix my signature. 

GEO. M. MILLER. 
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